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DECISION
a n d

EXPANSION OF UNIT

On October 4, 1979, Council #4,  American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO (Union) filed with the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (Board) a petition
seeking representation of a unit of all supervisory employees of
the Town of South Windsor. Informal conferences were held by an
assistant agent of the Board on October 30, and December 5, 1979,
at which time the parties reached an agreement as to all but four
positions. The dispute as to these positions was presented to the
Board for determination at a hearing conducted March IO, 1980. At
the hearing both parties appeared, were represented by counsel,
and were fully heard. Both parties filed written briefs.

The four positions in dispute are:
(2) Tax Assessor,

(1) Buildin
(3) Director of Recreation, and (47

Inspector,
Comptroller.

The Union claims that these positions should be included in the
supervisors' unit as provided for in the 1978 amendment to the
Municipal Employee Relations Act, P.A. 78-375. The Town claims
that the first three positions should be excluded on the basis of
department head status; the last position on the basis of confi-
dentiality.

The 1978 amendment to the MERA  allowing supervisory employees
to have statutory representation for the purpose of collective
bargaining expressly excluded department heads from its coverage.
In defining the term we noted that the purpose of the amendment

s a broad remedial one to extend the benefits of collective
:&gaining  to municipal supervisors and that the exclusion of
department heads from those benefits should be narrowlv construed.*
See Town of Stratford, Dec. No.
N o .  ' 1 7 2 6 - A

1727 (1979); City of Norwalk, Dec.
. e further noted the word department had become

a word of art to denote one of the largest divisions of government,
see City of Norwalk, su ra,

-T%
and that the municipal chart& will

often show what subdiv s ons constitute departments. We also
indicated that the charter would not necessarily be controlling
(especially where a revision of the charter occurred subsequent
to the passage of the amendment).

* This is consistent with the principle that exclusions from
Connecticut labor relations statutes be narrowly construed, West
Hartford Bd. of Ed. v. COnn. State Bd. of Labor Relations, 17mnn.
68 (1979).



In its brief, the Town argues that the prese&  case is dis-
tinguishable from Norwalk and Stratford in that the Charter speci-
fically designates these positions as department heads and that
the Charter was not recently enacted to avoid the effects of P.A.
78-375.

While it is true that Norwalk and Stratford are distinguish-
able from the present case in that the Town Charter did not
expressly list-the positions in question as department heads, we
do not feel that they stand for the proposition that whenever
there is a position expressly stated in the charter which predates
the amendment, it will pass muster as a department head exclusion.
As we noted in Stratford:

1: \
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We are not adopting an ironclad rule that the labels
in a charter will always govern our decision. . . . a muni-
cipality should not be free to multiply exclusions to the
bargaining unit by the facile device of calling everything
a "department I1 in its charter. Town of Stratford, supra,
p. 3.

Certainly charter designation should be afforded considerable
weight in making a determination for a managerial exclusion. Hut
that charter must be balanced against the broad remedial purpose
of the 1978 amendment, which is to extend the Act's protection to
supervisors. This is especially true where the town is relatively
small and the town's charter lists most supervisory positions as
department heads. In th&s regard, we feel that an additional
criterion must be considered paramount, and that is whether or
not the department head in question exercises supervisory responsi-
bilities over a substantial number of employees.* At this time we
are reluctant to determine a particular number as substantial,
preferring instead to analyze these factors on a case by case
basis. Under the facts of this case we feel that the positions
in question do not meet the test for department head exclusion.

We should further emphasize that the burden of proof is upon
the employer to show that a position should be excluded as a
department head.

A consideration of the individual positions is next in order.

Building Inspector

The record discloses that the Building Inspector has three
other employees working under him: an electrical inspector,
heating and plumbing inspector, and secretary. However, the
record fails to show the level of supervision that the Building
Inspector exercises over these employees. In fact, the Building
Inspector function is at times co-extensive with that of the other
two inspectors (e.g.,
ing permit).

all three of them sign approval on a build-

Since the Building Inspector does not have supervisory respon-
sibilities over a substantial number of employees, we find that
the Building Inspector is not a department head.

Tax Assessor

The Tax Assessor is listed in the Town Charter as part of
the Department of Finance. He has two assessment aides working
under his direction. He reports to the Town Manager who is the
acting Finance Director, He also does not supervise a substantial
number of employees and is not a department head.

Director of Recreation

This position is listed as a department head in the Charter.
The Director of Recreation supervises two full time employees and
a number of part time employees during the summer. The evidence
failed to disclose the number and nature of supervision exercised
* We have found no room under our statutes for implying a mans-
gerial exclusion for policy making employees who lack significant
supervisory functions. State of Conn., Dec. No. 1908 (1980).
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over these employees.. While the question is a close one, we find
that due to the temporary nature of the summer employees, and the
lack of evidence in the record, the Director of Recreation is not
a department head.

Comptroller

The Town seeks to have the Comptroller excluded on the grounds
of confidentiality. The Board has traditionally recognized that
an employee may be excluded from the benefits of the Act because
ef the confidential nature of his employment. In Newtown  Board of
Education, Case No. ME-4374, Dec. No. 1662 (1978),  the Board stated:

the purpose of the exclusion is twofold: to protect the
employee from being put in a position of conflicting
interests, and to safeguard the employer's confidential
communications from the temntation of disclosure nenerated
by that conflict of interest. See, e.g.,
Water Dept., Case No. MEE-2296, Dec. No. 1
and cases cited.

The evidence disclosed that the Comptroller participated in
the negotiation process and was responsible for costing out the
Town's proposals before submission to the Union. The conflict of
interest between having access to the employer's negotiating posi-
tion and one's membership in a bargaining unit is quite evident.
Therefore, we uphold this claim of exclusion.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations
Act, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the existing supervisory bargaining unit in the
Town of South Windsor is expanded to include the positions of
Building Inspector, Tax Assessor and Director of Recreation. The
position of Comptroller shall be excluded for confidentiality,

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/  Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Stroble, Chairman

s/  Patricia V.  Low
Patricia V. Low
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